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The key point is that the  MSE is now a function of the parameter \theta, which is the most significant and fundamental difference from random parameter estimation.

Administrator
It is very illustrative to draw the  MSE as a function of \theta. Maybe we want the MSE as low as possible for all \theta. However, any estimate that is a non-constant function of \theta is beaten by a dumb, constant estimator \hat\theta(y)=\theta_0 at \theta=\theta_0. 

Administrator
We need additional but not too restrictive constraint on the feasible estimators.One constraint would be the unbiasedness constraint. This makes the estimate asymptotically perfect by the law of large numbers. 

Administrator
The unbiasedness guarantees that as the number of iid observations increases the estimate converges to the true value.

Administrator
Under unbiasedness, the variance of the estimation error or, equivalently, the MSE is closely related to how close the estimate is to the true value.
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Here, \theta marked bottom right of Expectation means the expected value is a function of \theta, which is a deterministic  unknown value.Average over \theta is impossible. 
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w is on a plane whose normal vector is x. Thus, there are finitely many feasible solutions. Among them, we need to find the one that achieves the minimum MSE at all \theta, if such an estimator exists.It turns out that the optimal solution exists. 
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The denominator is to make the estimator unbiased. Thus, w^Ty = x^tR^{-0.5}R^{-0.5}y, which meansit whitenes the noise first and then performs matched filtering. This can be extended to waveform observation,Y(t) = \theta s(t) +N(t), where s(t) is known deterministic function and N(t) is a colored noise. 
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We assume X is tall and of full rank. Otherwise, even without noise, 
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We may consider taking this approach of representing W matrix using row vectors for the derivation of vector MMSE estimator for random parameter. However, it turns out that, due to the linear term -2tr(WR_Y\Theta) in the MSE, the optimization problem is not separable, while the optimization problem for BLUE is separable as shown in the next page. 
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Notice that there is no cross terms between w_i and w_j. 
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An optimization problem to find an optimal matrix is now decomposed into many optimization problems to find optimal vectors. We've seen this trick already in the derivation of Bayesian detectors and estimators.   





Administrator
This can also be seen as a matched filter. y is first whitened by premultiplying R^{-0.5}. Then, the desired componentR^{-0.5}X is premultiplied. The inverse matrix is there to simply make the matched filter unbiased. 


